Virtual CodeDay: Call for Volunteers

Virtual CodeDay is a worldwide weekend tech event that encourages diverse, under-served students to start coding. Most attendees have no interest in CS, but 70% keep coding after attending!

**Judge**

Low Commitment

CodeDay judges review submissions (a 2min video + information about the team members), pick their favorites, and then deliberate with other judges to determine overall winners.

**Time:**
Sunday of the event, 2hr starting at 12 pm Pacific / 3 pm Eastern.

**Requirements:**
None.

**Requirements:**
Optional webinar, tutorial available at start.

**Speaker**

Low Commitment

Students at CodeDay are excited to learn the many ways technology is applied in the industry. We are looking for workshops for both beginner- and intermediate-level students.

**Time:**
Saturday of the event; flexible 30min-1hr slots.

**Requirements:**
Experience in tech, design, or project management.

**Requirements:**
Speaker guide covering the audience and technical details, suggested workshops are available if you don’t have an idea already.

**Mentor**

Medium Commitment

Mentors help students create apps and games. You’ll be assigned to check in with a group, and can optionally host office hours or help on our chat. Students need the most help with debugging skills.

**Time:**
Saturday of the event; flexible 2-3 hours throughout the day.

**Requirements:**
Experience in tech, design, or product management.

**Requirements:**
We request that first-time mentors join a 30min webinar scheduled prior to the event.

Dates + sign-up @ https://virtual.codeday.org/volunteer